ADAPTED BATH PROTOCOL ON THE BEACHES OF DÉNIA

The following document summarizes the main features of the adapted bathing service on the beaches of Dénia
for the 2022 season.
1. Distribution of the accessible points
a) Accessible point of Marineta Casiana:
https://goo.gl/maps/cPK8am4yZ7v7NGqW8
b) Accessible point of Punta Raset
https://goo.gl/maps/t23bai7YSMcxVWCg6
c) Accessible point of Marines
https://goo.gl/maps/V4saMmwSFVo25SAU7
d) Accessible point of Bovetes
https://goo.gl/maps/YqasJ91zisNeeWcS6
2. Planned actions
- Care for persons with mobility difficulties or reduced mobility and assistance with the necessary means to
enable them to enjoy bathing in the sea.
- Handling of people with reduced mobility so that they can reach the beach with the necessary means.
- Manage the materials and procedures necessary for persons with different disabilities to enjoy bathing in the
sea.
- Management of devices for accessible bathroom. (amphibious chairs, amphibious crutches, etc).
- Help with body hygiene and use of showers or fresh water hoses.
3. Recursos materiales
The beaches of the City of Dénia will be equipped with the following equipment, distributed according to
influx/demand to the adapted bathing stations.
MATERIAL
Adult amphibious chair

PVC chair

UNITS
7 units to divide between the
points
50 units to divide between the
points
4 units to divide between the
points
4 units to divide between the points

Telephone lines for prebooking

4 lines, one per point

Amphibious crutches
Child amphibious chair

2

4.

Operation of the appointment system

Adapted bathing points are assigned with the following telephone numbers:
ADAPTED BATHING POINT
Marineta Casiana
Punta Raset
Marines
Bovetes

CONTACT NUMBER
+34670797418
+34670799646
+34670790939
+34670799589

The telephone numbers are available:
-

June and september, from 11:00 to 19:00
July and August, from 10:30 to 20:00
If you do not have a prior appointment and the area/materials are occupied, you will be able to
consult our staff where there is the possibility to enjoy the service without reservation, as EULEN
Sport has an internal control system where the capacity on each of the beaches is recorded in real
time, thus facilitating the use of the adapted bathing points.
It is important to note that under no circumstances may periodic reservations be made more than 3
days in advance at any of the points, ensuring the proper use of the reservation system at all times.
Groups of more than 5 people must inform one week in advance in order to be able to relocate the
rest of the users to other time slots in case of a coincidence of day.
Special considerations
In the event that, for personal reasons and/or mobility, the user considers using the materials, but
not the accompaniment, since they will do it alone or in the presence of a friend or family
member, a document of responsibility will be signed.
Use of the changers
Users of the adapted bathroom service may at all times make use of the changing rooms located in
the designated areas. These will remain closed to preserve a good state of cleanliness and
preservation. Our staff will hand over the keys upon request.
They may not be used as wardrobes or lockers for individual use.
Personal properties

Under no circumstances shall EULEN Sport or the City of Dénia be liable for the deterioration or
removal of any item of personal use.
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